CASE STUDY
ILLUMINA
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS

How can
AV systems for the brand new European
headquarters make an impression
commensurate with a global business, in a
fiercely competitive Life Sciences sector?

ILLUMINA INC.
One of the world's leading developers, manufacturers, and marketers of next-generation
life-science tools and integrated systems for the analysis of genetic variation and
biological function.
Based in Chesterford Park, the brand new headquarters occupy the 41,500 square foot
Gonville Building.
The project to move the company into the building was extensive, requiring architects,
interior designers, building contractors and specialists, to work together on the design,
planning, implementation and construction.

The Brief
We were appointed to deliver AV Systems, which help make the right impression
commensurate with a global business, in a fiercely competitive Life Sciences sector.
The building was designed to deliver a bespoke European headquarters for Illumina, with
multiple conference suites, boardrooms, meeting and training rooms, and digital signage
systems. The project required us to work towards schedules and deadlines of multiple
stakeholders, including the client and fit-out contractors, ISG Interior Exterior.

The Solution
The two conference suites were fitted with AMX touch panel
controls and RMS (Resource Management Suite), with the
ability to join two rooms when required. A DSP audio matrix
was installed and the ceiling was fitted with projection
systems, recessed electric projection screens, and multiple low
impedance loudspeakers.
The bespoke lectern was installed with an interactive panel to
control lighting, electric blinds and fire alarm.
The two boardrooms were each installed with 65" full HD
commercial LCD screens and AMX control with Remote
Monitoring Systems (RMS). HD video conferencing
infrastructure was also deployed in these spaces. One
boardroom included bespoke TeamMate furniture, whilst the
main boardroom has a recessed automated motorised arm.
Each of the eight individual meeting rooms were equipped
with push button control, commercial 42" and 32" LCD screens
with full laptop and PC connectivity. In addition, two training
rooms were also installed with Widescreen SMART interactive
boards with the same functionality as the meeting rooms.
The building was fitted with a state-of-the-art signage system
comprising 42" LCD screens, CAT6 transmission equipment and
ONELAN signage with Freeview TV.
The installation and programming was delivered entirely inhouse while meeting all deadines and the budget. Snelling
were also appointed to provide ongoing maintenance,
training and support.

The difference.
The difference lies in our approach. The only way to turn a
client brief into a relevant solution is to get a thorough
understanding of what they do, as much as an understanding
of what they aim to do in future.
We begin each project by listening to our clients' requirements
and working within their parameters to deliver an AV solution
which delivers an answer to a problem.
This is particularly critical for clients within the commercial sector,
where employees are dispersed across multiple locations.
Projects require due consideration and where it is essential to
work around minimising disruptions and adhering to schedules
of strategic significance.

As with all our projects, the work we undertake with clients is
entirely managed in-house by a dedicated project manager,
who co-ordinates between the client project teams, contractors
and the architects, to ensure we deliver on time and within

Snelling Business Systems
Our roots go back to 1954; Roy Snelling started his business
out of a redundant Victorian laundry in rural Norfolk, selling
Television and Radio sets in the earliest days of broadcasting.
He witnessed a major transformation as more and more TV
and Radio sets found a place in living rooms- a whole new
way for people to interact, engage and consume
information. The same purpose for which many AV systems
and environments are designed and built for today.
More importantly, there was a new medium for engagement
and interactions at a ‘sensory level’. Over the years, our
experience led us to ask ourselves the pertinent question.
“How can we use the potential in AV systems and
environments to unlock newer possibilities for businesses to
interact with and engage their audiences, better”?

We’re Social

.

As we grew and evolved as a business, our internal culture
and design/engineering philosophy begins with a simple
question “How can..?”. As an AV integration specialist,
thinking ‘How Can..?’ has also evolved to build AV systems
that can solve problems of strategic importance to your
business/institution.
We deliver all aspects of audio visual integration from
design, integration, supply, installation and on-going
maintenance - all backed by a service ethic, which
continues to carry the Snelling signature of quality.
Based in London and Norwich, we have maintained our
portfolio of major clients and diverse projects across Higher
Education, Corporate, Public Sector and niche projects.

